Welcome...

Specializing in the treatment of OCD and anxiety disorders

If you have any questions or are interested in utilizing the Travel Program, please contact

The Gateway Institute
18940 N Pima Rd, #165
Scottsdale, AZ 85255
Ph. 480/214-9543
Fax. 480/248-8024
info@gatewayocd.com
www.gatewayocd.com
The Gateway Institute

About Maricopa County

Maricopa County is located in the south-central part of Arizona. It is the most populous county in the state of Arizona and is one of the largest counties in United States, with a total of 9200 square miles. There are a total of 24 cities within Maricopa County that offer all types of attractions and things to do. Located within a desert region, weather temperatures can range from 68-degree highs in December to highs in July of 108 degrees.

Local Attractions

While staying here during treatment, our clients and their families also have convenient access to restaurants, theaters, book stores, Scottsdale Fashion Square shopping mall, and much more. Additional attractions include the Odysea Aquarium, Butterfly Wonderland, Towns of Cavecreek and Carefree, Old Town Scottsdale, Arizona Science Center, Musical Instrument Museum, the Phoenix Zoo and the Wildlife World Zoo. Traveling from out-of-state should never be a limiting factor in receiving treatment. Instead, traveling to The Gateway Institute aims to be a meaningful experience.
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Local Airport

The Gateway Institute is located in the city of Scottsdale, within Maricopa County, Arizona. Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport (also known as Phoenix or PHX) is 23 minutes from The Gateway Institute.

Phoenix Sky Harbor
International Airport ..
18.9 miles from Gateway

Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport (PHX) is Arizona’s largest airport and one of the ten busiest in the nation for passenger traffic, with an average of 44 million travelers coming thru PHX every year. Sky Harbor is located approximately 126 miles north of Tucson. Sky Harbor offers a 24-hour airport shuttle bus that connects all of the terminals to parking.
Airbnb is a global travel community that offers magical end-to-end trips, including where you stay, what you do and the people you meet. Airbnb uniquely leverages technology to economically empower millions of people around the world to unlock and monetize their spaces, passions and talents to become hospitality entrepreneurs. Airbnb’s accommodation marketplace offers access to millions of places to stay in more than 191 countries, from apartments and villas to castles, treehouses and B&Bs.

To rent a room, apartment, condo, or home, visit airbnb.com
The Gateway Institute has partnered with local extended stay hotels that offer comfortable living arrangement and everything you’ll need to make yourself at home while you’re here. Extended Stay America’s rooms are designed for longer stays with studios featuring fully-equipped kitchens and lots of room to relax, and many extras that make traveling easy.

To see the corporate discount rates offered, go to [http://www.extendedstayamerica.com/hotels/az/phoenix/scottsdale](http://www.extendedstayamerica.com/hotels/az/phoenix/scottsdale) and enter the following Web Access Code: EAGWI under “special rates” and “corporate” when entering your stay information.

- Jumpstart your day with a free grab-and-go breakfast that includes a variety of breakfast bars and muffins, hot cereal, coffee, and tea.
- At Extended Stay America, in-room Wi-Fi is a standard-- not a luxury.
- Take a convenient shuttle to local stores and restaurants (at select hotels).
- Cook what you want when you want in your own kitchen, complete with stove, microwave, and refrigerator.
- Relax with your favorite shows—our new flat-screen TVs offer premium channels for free.
- Soak away the cares of travel in a relaxing hot tub (at select hotels).
- An on-site guest laundry at every hotel makes traveling easy.
- Fresh filtered water means one fewer worry and cost when on the road (at select hotels).
- Refresh and relax by a beautiful pool (at select hotels).
- You don’t have to leave your four-legged friends at home, as we offer pet-friendly rooms in all our hotels.
- Our free airport shuttle takes the hassle out of getting to your flight (at select hotels).
- Maintain your exercise program while on the road by taking advantage of our fitness centers (at select hotels).
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Within Driving Distance

The 3-week intensive outpatient program will be comprised of 3 hours, per treatment sessions day, Monday through Friday. Outside of this treatment time, you and your family are free to explore beautiful Arizona. There are many cities, things to do, and experiences to enjoy. We promote taking advantage of all that Arizona has to offer while you’re here. If you have any questions or would like recommendations about what to do with your weekends and time here, please don’t hesitate to ask our team.

Distance from Gateway

94 miles.........................................................Out of Africa
101 miles..........................................................Prescott
117 miles...........................................................Sedona
173 miles..........................................................Bearizona
229 miles.........................................................Grand Canyon
For more information visit us at gatewayocd.com